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Fiell, Charlotte & Peter. Design of the 20th Century. 
Taschen America, 2012.

Movie tonight: Apollo 13. Next Monday: the Martian
This Wednesday Blog: What are your top 5 constraints? Aesthetics should be one of them.
Friday: Guest Lecture
Next Monday: Prototypes are due! Must show aesthetic design. Does not need to function. Small scale is fine.
Same presentation rules and pods as last time, starting Monday. Report blog Weds March 15
Following post will be cast your project into 3 other WILDLY different aesthetics

Survey results: Brainstorming/planning was hardest

Yesa)
Would be OKb)
No, let's move on.c)

Do you want another structured ideation workshops in class?

Team Time: 15 minutes

18 Art Deco and Organic 
Sunday, March 13, 2016 2:45 PM
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International style furniture

Strongly agreea)
Agreeb)
Neutralc)
Disagreed)
Strongly disagreee)

International Style furniture is ugly

Art Deco 1920-1939
A decorative style, not a design movement. Drew from ancient Egypt, tribal art, Surrealism, Futurism, 
Constructivism, Neo-Classicism, geometric abstraction, popular culture and the Modern Movement.

However, unlike the minimalist philosophy of Modernism, Art Deco was maximalism; luxury goods, 
often handcrafted of fine materials; exotic woods, mother of pearl.

Officially killed by WWII, revived in the 1960's. Fiesta ware lives. 
http://www.smithsonianeducation.org/idealabs/ap/artifacts/fiesta.htm

Organic Design 1930-1960, revived 1990 - present
Humanized design. Wholistic approach:
Organic architecture is a philosophy of architecture which promotes harmony between human 
habitation and the natural world through design approaches so sympathetic and well integrated with its 
site, that buildings, furnishings, and surroundings become part of a unified, interrelated composition.

From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organic_architecture> 

Prime example: Frank Lloyd Wright
https://www.google.com/search?biw=1218&bih=596&tbm=isch&q=frank+lloyd+wright+buildings&revid=1463113666&sa=X&ved=
0ahUKEwjigMePksTLAhUG9mMKHezyDgcQ1QIIIg

More on them when we do Chairs
Also Charles and Ray Eames: unity of structural, material, functional design

Other Organic design furniture

https://www.google.com/search?q=organic+design&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi9ion_kMTLAhVN -GMKHTN_BakQsAQIHA&biw=873&bih=527&dpr=1.5

Led to Biomorphism
Unlike Organic Design, which is informed by nature and attempts to capture its abstract essence, 
Biomorphism copies and often distorts forms found in the natural world for purely decorative purposes.
From Fiell Design of the 20th Century

Biomorphism is an art movement that began in the 20th century. It models artistic design elements on 
naturally occurring patterns or shapes reminiscent of nature and living organisms. Taken to its extreme 
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naturally occurring patterns or shapes reminiscent of nature and living organisms. Taken to its extreme 
it attempts to force naturally occurring shapes onto functional devices.
From <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biomorphism> 

Kidney shaped pools; kitchy 1950's appearances.

Sketching Practice
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